February

Adult Fiction

Robert Dugoni  Her Deadly Game
Rachel Hawkins  The Heiress
Anthony Horowitz  The Twist of a Knife
Asuma Khan  Blackwater Falls
James Patterson  Holmes, Marple & Poe

Adult Non fiction

Bret Baier  To Rescue the Constitution: George Washington & the Fragile American Experiment
Jennet Conant  Fierce Ambition: Life & Legend of War Correspondent Maggie Higgins
Peter Englund  November 1942: An Intimate History of the Turning Point of WW2
Erin French  Big Heart Little Stove: Bringing Home Meals & Moments from the Lost Kitchen
Diane B. Henriques  Taming the Street....FDR's Fight to Regulate American Capitalism
Raymond Moody  Proof of Life After Life: 7 Reasons to Believe There is an Afterlife
Clive Oppenheimer  Mountains of Fire: Menace, Meaning & Magic of Volcanoes
Cari Safina  Alfie & Me: What Owls Know, What Humans Believe
Britney Spears  The Woman in Me
Barbra Streisand  My Name is Barbra

Juveniles and YA

R.L. Stine  Why Did the Monster Cross the Road?
Tui Sutherland  Wings of Fire # 6, Moon Rising